SECTION 435
STRUCTURAL PLATE PIPE AND PIPE ARCH CULVERTS

435-1 Description.
Construct structural plate pipe and pipe arch culverts as shown in the Plans.
Obtain pipe culverts from a plant currently on the Department’s Production Facility Listing. Producers seeking inclusion on the list shall meet the requirements of Section 105.
At the beginning of each project, submit a notarized certification statement to the Engineer from a company designated representative certifying that the structural steel plant will manufacture the products in accordance with the requirements set forth in the Contract Documents and plant’s approved Quality Control (QC) Plan. The QC Manager’s stamp on each product indicates certification that the product was fabricated in conformance with the Contractor’s QC Plan, the Contract, and this Section. Ensure that each shipment of structural plate products to the project site is accompanied with a QC signed or stamped delivery ticket providing the description and the list of the products.
When the producer’s Quality Control Program is suspended by the Department, accept responsibility of either obtaining products from a plant with an approved Quality Control Program, or await re-approval of the plant.
The Engineer will not allow changes in Contract Time or completion dates as a result of the plant’s loss of qualification. Accept responsibility for all delay costs or other costs associated with the loss of the plant’s qualification.

435-2 Materials.
Meet the following requirements:
Steel Pipe .............................................................................Section 944
Aluminum Pipe .....................................................................Section 945
Liner Repair Systems .............................................................Section 948
When the Plans call for bituminous coated pipe or pipe arch, meet the coating requirements of 944-4.
When other types of coating material are shown in the Plans, use a coating that consists of at least two coats of the specified material, applied at the job site. Apply the coating by brush or by spray.

435-3 Trench, Foundation, Laying, and Backfill.
Perform this work as specified in Section 430, and as follows.
Provide a foundation for the bottom plates that is of uniform density and carefully shaped to fit the lower plate of the pipe or pipe arch. Thoroughly tamp the backfill material against the remaining plates.

435-4 Assembly.
Assemble the plates to form the pipe or pipe arch structure in accordance with the diagram furnished by the manufacturer. Connect the plates by bolting tightly in all bolt holes provided.
435-5 Method of Measurement.

The quantities to be paid for will be the plan quantity, in feet, of pipe or pipe arch, installed in place, completed and accepted. The quantity will be measured along the centerline of the structure from end to end of metal for full section structures, from average end to end at top and bottom for beveled-end structures.

435-6 Basis of Payment.

Prices and payments will be full compensation for all work specified in this Section, including all materials, backfilling, and disposal of surplus material and all excavation except the volume included in the items for grading work and for other items specified for payment in Section 125.

Payment will be made under:

Item No. 435- Structural Plate Pipe Culvert - per foot.